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very different from you. this is the task of the writing of a short story. the dream sequence is the fulfillment of the dream, and if the dream fails in the waking state, then the dream sequence is the dream. it is an attempt to make a dream specific like a poem. poetry is, as the word suggests, a kind of poem. but it is an odd kind of poem. it is about form rather than meaning.
making an allegory, using a symbolic dream as a vehicle for telling an important story, is a very fruitful and effective way to make a point. like any other art, dream writing is a way to focus mind and consider the meaning of life and the universe. no other art allows one to explore the dark side of one’s personality. you can write about any subject, just make sure it alludes to the
need to create something human. there is a universal dream, a divine dream. it has no separate name except the dream of life. it is transcendental and ubiquitous like infinity. it is free. it is everything and all at once. you don’t need to actually tell a dream. you need to think of a dream. dreams are the way to go to any other art, and in dreams, you can explore the dark sides of
your psyche. you can explore the dark side of who you are. if you do all the things in the dream at once, you will not disappoint a reader. you can write about any subject, you are just make sure to allude to the need to create something human. every dream, including the universal dream, has a divine dream. divine dreams, divine dreams. in a dream you can explore the dark

sides of you and others as well.
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